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T

he term targeted temperature management (TTM) encompasses both induced hypothermia and fever reduction
(normothermia).1,2 For patients with acute ischemic stroke
(AIS), the use of TTM has been increasingly explored as a
form of neuroprotection.3–5 The growing body of TTM literature provides pathophysiologic evidence but does not specifically provide evidence to address the role of the nurse.6
Therefore, the purpose of this review is to provide a summary
of the current state of the evidence for TTM nursing care of
the patient with AIS.

Rockett et al11 discussed about TTM from a disease-driven
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perspective and provided
additional
insightatbyhttp://stroke
comparing
results from a recent national survey with results noted in
there was an 8% fr
2007 by the finding of Thompson et al12 thatDownloaded
increase in respondents having institutional fever protocol
specific for neurological patients. This shows positive change
in evidence-based nursing practice for the past several years.
On the basis of data available to date, cooling seems necessary and beneficial in patients with AIS, and more research is
needed to provide evidence for nursing interventions.
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Background
Although thrombolytic therapy (tissue-type plasminogen
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vator [tPA]) and mechanical thrombectomy are associated
with improved outcome for AIS, a large percent of patients
are unable to receive tPA based on various exclusion crite-

Methods

A comprehensive literature review was performed to update a previously published set of recommendations.6 An online search was
performed using combinations of the MeSH terms hypothermia,

